California (CA). Plus your guide knows the quickest ways around the LA traffic to show you the most famous attractions such as the Hollywood Sign and Rodeo Drive all in just a few hours. RUB 2,646.30 per adult. More info. We recommend booking Sunset Boulevard tours ahead of time to secure your spot. If you book with Tripadvisor, you can cancel up to 24 hours before your tour starts for a full refund. See all 39 Sunset Boulevard tours on Tripadvisor.

How to Travel to California: Travel Guide for independent tourists. In this article, I will summarize all the information about preparing for a trip to California, talk about my experience traveling to the USA, give some tips and links to useful services. The article is written as a small guide to California. How to prepare for a trip to California. I recommend starting preparation with selecting of cities, places, and sights that are of interest to you. It is convenient to book hotels in Los Angeles through booking.com, and apartments through AirBnB (discount on the first reservation). Here I made a large selection of good hotels in Los Angeles for a comfortable stay. As for trips to national parks, I recommend that you deal with the issue of booking accommodation in advance. From wine country in Sonoma to legendary sunsets in Oceanside, there are so many beautiful places to watch the sunset in California. As darkness falls, you’ll see the state in a whole new golden light. Cali is famous for many things, and its picturesque coastlines and expansive landscapes make sunset viewing unforgettable. Here are seven of our favourite spots:

1. Oceanside Pier. This essentially guarantees you’ll have one of the best views in the city of the California sunset. Oh, and don’t worry if the fog starts to roll in because at 46 floors up… The sights can be just as astonishing. watch sunset California.


California Travel Guide (2021). California is synonymous with several stereotypes: dramatic coastline and palm tree-lined roadways, movie stars, models, Silicon Valley billionaires, sunshine, surf towns, and wine country. Yes, you can find all of that in California, but this state offers so much more than the clichés. In the interest of time, try to book an open jaw flight into LAX and out of San Diego. Starting in Los Angeles, spend a couple days exploring the areas that interest you most. Don’t forget about Orange County either, which is not LA as locals will have you know. Our California travel guide covers the best places to visit in the state; most of these places are included in some of the itineraries above. Backpacking San Francisco.